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Bandits Eric Hobsbawm
French autoworkers facing job loss destroyed €250,000 in machinery — and threatened to blow up the factory entirely. Jacobin spoke to the workers about how they explosively put their demands on France ...
“If the Factory’s Being Handed to Creditors, We’ll Blow It Up First”
Eric Hobsbawm is no doubt intelligent and industrious ... Such original work as he did concerned bandits and outlaws. But even here there is bias, for he rescued them from obscurity not for their own ...
Eric Hobsbawm: lying to the credulous
Stories have immense power; told the right way to the right people, they can alter governments, religions, and cultures, even society as we know Outlaw Heroes in Literature In "The Thematic Paradigm" ...
Outlaw Heroes
Cronin combines her detailed knowledge of social history of Iran and the Middle East with new readings of E. P. Thompson, Eric Hobsbawm, and Michel Foucault. The result is a remarkably fresh look at ...
Social Histories of Iran
As described in Eric Hobsbawm’s book Bandits, banditry in 1960s Sardinia would peak each year when the shepherds’ rent was due. The repression of farmers in Sardinia by increasing numbers of ...
Sardinian anti-Isis fighters targeted by the Italian state
Based on observational and interview data with gang members and community residents over a seven-year period, we examine the organizational emergence of this collective of young social bandits ...
Globalizing the Streets: Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Youth, Social Control, and Empowerment
taking in Italian bandits, Peruvian peasant movements and the development of nationalism in... In this feature-length documentary, Anthony Wilks traces the connections between the events of Hobsbawm’s ...
London Review of Books
Cronin combines her detailed knowledge of social history of Iran and the Middle East with new readings of E. P. Thompson, Eric Hobsbawm, and Michel Foucault. The result is a remarkably fresh look at ...
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